PRESENTATIONS
2013 AVSA AUSTIN CONVENTION
Session 1
Backstage with AVSA Commercials
Thursday, May 30
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Andrea Worrell, Downer’s Grove, IL and Tom Glembocki, Apex, NC
This is your opportunity to get an exclusive sneak peek at the growing spaces of AVSA
commercial vendors. Go behind the scenes and see all aspects of growing literally thousands of
African violets and Gesneriads from Bluebird Greenhouse, Pat’s Patch/Buckeye Violets, Dave’s
Violets, Lyndon Lyon Greenhouses, The Violet Barn and The Violet Gallery. This multimedia
presentation features dynamic images and video clips as well as interviews with some of AVSA's
top growers. We will visit the hometowns of each of these vendors, see exterior photos of their
shops, go inside to examine interesting details such as mixing violet soil, how to mat water
thousands of violets, secret propagation rooms, shipping departments, cats, dogs and everything
you always wanted to know about some of your favorite vendors. We'll peek under long tubes of
fluorescent lights and reveal how they grow some amazing varieties.
Andrea Worrell and Tom Glembocki have covered hundreds of miles to document the backstage
operations of this selection of commercial vendors and are going to reveal all in this entertaining
90 minutes.

Session 2
Potting Mix Frustrations
Friday, May 31
10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Barbara Pershing, Cedar Falls, IA and Carolee Carter, Ocala, FL
Confused with all the talk about potting mixes and what’s good and bad about them? Well,
you’re not alone. Barbara Pershing, who, out of frustration and experience in dealing with
culture problems from inconsistent soil mixes has researched and written articles on pH,
micronutrient toxicity, and potting soils; and Carolee Carter, who, even with over 30 years of
African violet experience, dumped 150 plants last summer because of a soil mix “mistake,” will
lead a panel discussion of how pH and additives in what you hope is the perfect mix might affect
your plant’s potential for abundant growth – or maybe its eventual death.

Session 3
Preserving the Species
Friday, May 31
Brenda Petry, York Springs, PA

3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Brenda’s presentation will include slides of the species growing in Africa’s mountainous areas
and information about the many species available. Brenda’s goal is to encourage everyone to be
a grower of a species violet. She will also bring sample plants to help growers understand the
differences and characteristics of the various species.

Session 4
Judging Gesneriads and Species
Saturday, June 1
10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Paul Kroll, East Aurora, NY and Bill Foster, Mesquite, TX
Paul will present a program detailing the changes in point scoring Gesneriads and lots of pictures
of various Gesneriads. A handout will be provided. Bill will review judging guidelines for the
species African violets. An important judging tool will be provided as a handout.

Session 5
Growing Large and Small
Saturday, June 1
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Richard and Anne Nicholas, Denton, TX
Richard and Anne Nicholas, both Texans and amateur growers, have been actively growing
violets for over 30 years, currently growing around 500 plants in their home. Richard loves to
grow the large standard violets and Anne specializes in the smaller ones. They have won top
honors in local, state, and regional shows, and nationally in the AVSA convention. This program
will present growing information from basic culture to top show preparation for both standards
and the “little ones”. The couple will share their method, and a series of tips, for growing
healthy plants that are both beautiful in the home and top contenders in show competitions. This
method has produced over twenty Best in Show and over forty Best AVSA Collection awards.

